Pre-Conference Workshops:

**Tuesday, July 11**

2:00-4:00 pm  
Room: Aula 13  

**Workshop: Co-counseling: undoing the effects of oppression** *(additional fee)*  
Caroline New, Bath Spa University

“*Try a practical introduction to co-counseling, which will address the liberation issues of the participants. We will note what oppressed (and oppressor) groups we belong to, and talk in pairs or small groups about what this has meant for our lives. For oppression to continue, members of oppressor groups have also to be hurt. We will explore our common interest in ending oppression.*”-Caroline New

Conference Presentations:

**Wednesday, July 12**  
8:30-10:00 am

7/12/06  
8:30-10:00 am  
Room Aula Magna

**Interactive Poster Sessions**

**A. Poster Session: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions**

*Environmental Conflict and Historical Resources. The Case of Scanzano Nuclear Waste Deposit*  
Mauro Sarrica, University of Padova

**B. Poster Session: Oppression and Authoritarianism**

*Authoritarianism and post-9/11 attitudes and beliefs: Some new data*  
H. Michael Crowson, The University of Oklahoma  
Teresa K. DeBacker, The University of Oklahoma

**C. Poster Session: Political Violence**

*Political orientations and the social representation of Islamic terrorism*  
Luca Andrighetto, University of Padova  
Elena Trifiletti, University of Padova  
Loris Vezzali, University of Padova  
Dora Capozza, University of Padova

**D. Poster Session: Political Socialization...**
Narratives of ethno-national identity and creative self-definition in Ireland’s borderlands
Nathalie Rougier, University College Dublin
Lorenzo Cañás Bottos, University College Dublin
Jennifer Todd, University College Dublin

The Benefits of Being an Activist: Commitment to Activism and Psychological Well-Being
Malte Klar, Universität Göttingen

E. Poster Session: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations

Attitudinal Ambivalence as a mediator between social security and subtle prejudice
Stefano Pagliaro, University of Chieti-Pescara
Francesca Romana Alparone, University of Chieti-Pescara
Angelica Mucchi-Faina, University of Chieti-Pescara

Consumo de drogas y prejuicios en Enfermería
Raquel Bartolomé Gutierrez, Universidad de Castilla La Mancha

Facing the War Crimes- Effects of Video Taped Evidence
Iris Zezelj, Faculty of Philosophy, Belgrade

Fundamentalism and social identity of Christians, Jews and Muslims in Great Britain today
Chris Maskell, University of Luton
Alfredo Gaitán, University of Luton

Media influence on Attitudes towards Muslims after the London Bombings
Carly Perry, St. Mary’s College
Peary Brug, St. Mary’s College

Religion and Politics: An analysis of the Koran
Chiara Volpato, Università di Milano-Bicocca

The effectiveness of prejudice prevention programs: A meta-analysis.
Gunnar Lemmer, Philipps University of Marburg
Ulrich Wagner, Philipps University of Marburg

F. Poster Session: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior

Consciousness of Liberation and Oppression: its effects on Stability Representation in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus
Larisa Pautova, Omsk State University

G. Poster Session: Political Decision Making

Self-interest vs. symbolic attitudes: The role of temporal perspective
Corrie V. Hunt, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Anita Kim, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Eugene Borgida, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Shelly Chaiken, University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
The effects of different types of negative campaigns
Luigi Castelli, University of Padova
Luciana Carraro, University of Padova

The Political Consequences of Emotion: Alternative Perspectives
Damla Ergun, University of Minnesota
Corrie V. Hunt, University of Minnesota
Christopher Federico, University of Minnesota

H. Poster Section: Open/Miscellaneous
Changing intergroup context and media perceptions: from 11-M to 14-M
Marina Herrera, Universidad de Valencia
M. Rodrigo, Universidad de Valencia

Religious Fundamentalism in a Polish Sample
Tomasz Besta, The Center for Children and Adolescents with Autism

Self-introduction, life project and political action.
Edson de Souza Filho, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Stigma, Shame, and Genital Herpes: Results from Italy, France, the United Kingdom and the United States
Janna C. Merrick, University of South Florida
C. Selleck, University of South Florida
J. Beckstead, University of South Florida
R. Blank, Brunel University
G. Palu, University of Padova

I. Poster Session: Democracy and Governability
Democracy culture: support for unions, voter enthusiasm, authoritarianism and freedom
Ian Hansen, University of British Columbia
Ilan Dar-Nimrod, University of British Columbia

J. Poster Session: Gender and Political Psychology
Gender, Tokenism and System Perpetuation
Maria Soledad Palacios, University of Huelva, Spain
Miguel Moya, University of Granada, Spain
Elena Morales Marente, University of Granada, Spain

K. Poster Session: Social Theory and Political Psychology
Social Perception and Mapping States’ Interactions
Alisher Faizullaev, University of World Economy and Diplomacy

L. Poster Session: Liberation Psychology
Human Rights Discourse and Liberation Psychology: Organizing and Reconstruction in the USA Post-Katrina
Panel W 1.1, Political attitudes, values and ideologies
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Market Populism, Traditional Values and Contemporary Political Ideologies
John Zumbrunnen, Union College
Amy Gangl, Union College
Walter Yund, Union College

The Language of the Market in the Rhetoric of U.S. Political Elites
Amy Gangl, Union College
John Zumbrunnen, Union College

The psychological and situational determinants of moral policy attitudes
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
Christopher Weber, Stony Brook University

The Conflict between Liberalism and Religious Values among African-Americans
Tony E. Carey, SUNY-Stony Brook University

Discussant: John Zumbrunnen; zumbrunj@union.edu

Panel W 1.2, New Forms of Political Action: Social Movements in the Contemporary World
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

How to construct a world righter, more human, more just and more shared in common? Collective experiences of social mobilization in Argentina.
Marcela Alejandra Parra, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

'Panela' Crisis and associative process of cane sugar producers in Santander (Colombia)
Olga Lucía Huertas, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana
Juliana Flórez-Flórez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Recovering their work: No winners, no losers?
Alba Bosch, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Raquel Sánchez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

The impact of leadership-styles on the Dutch anti-war mobilization
Marije E. Boekkooi, Vrije Universiteit
7/12/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 11

**Panel W 1.3, Political Imaginaries in Times of Migration**
*Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements*

**Identity and Migration. New chances for the construction of citizenship**
Moisés Carmona, Universitat de Barcelona

**Migratory identity and political condition in public space**
Andrés Di Masso, Universitat de Barcelona

**The experience of migration and the end of ideology**
Javier Serrano, Universitat de Barcelona

**The image of immigrants from the established population: latent racism and solidarity values**
Esteve Espelt, Universitat de Barcelona

**Chair:** Javier Serrano; jserrano@ub.edu

**Discussant:** Federico Javaloy; fjavaloy@ub.edu

7/12/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 18

**Panel W 1.4, Current Research in Post-agreement Northern Ireland**
*Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions*

**Overlapping and Incongruent Identity Choices: Multiple identification and out group attitudes.**
Orla Muldoon, Queen’s University Belfast
Katharina Schmid, Queen’s University Belfast

**Psychology of the transition as a process. The case of basque militants**
Cristina Larrañaga, Psychology faculty. Donostia-San Sebastián
Jokin Apalategi, University of the Basque Country
Manu Sánchez de Miguel, Psychology faculty. Donostia-San Sebastián

**Still the Same Old Story? The views of former combatants in Northern Ireland**
Jim McAuley, University of Huddersfield
Jon Tonge, University of Liverpool
Peter Shirlow, University of Ulster

**The Function of Religious Beliefs in Societies in Conflict: Northern Ireland and its Diaspora**
Eve Binks, Liverpool Hope University
Neil Ferguson, Liverpool Hope University

**The Minority-Majority Conundrum in Northern Ireland: An Orange Order Perspective**
Clifford Stevenson, Queens University Belfast

**Chair:** Neil Ferguson; Ferguson@hope.ac.uk

**Discussant:** Orla Muldoon; o.muldoon@qub.ac.uk
7/12/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room Aula 14

Panel W 1.5, Sexual Violence
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Gender and Ideology
Mary-Kate Lizotte, SUNY Stony Brook

Theory and Politics in the Struggle Against Rape
Nicola Gavey, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Feminism, Girl Power and Rape Prevention for Young Women
Sue Jackson, Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand

Discussant: Caroline New; caroline.new1@btinternet.com

7/12/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 13

Panel W 1.6, Social and Political Cognition
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Individual differences in social and political cognition: A developmental analysis of social cognition, identity and tolerance
Shawn Rosenberg, UC Irvine

Race/Ethnicity and Social Closeness Domain Differences in Social Comparison Errors
James S Jackson, University of Michigan
Ishtar O. Govia, University of Michigan
Tiffany M Griffin, University of Michigan

System justification and counterfactual reasoning: When comparing reality with its alternatives supports an ideological belief system
Patrizia Milesi, Catholic University of Milan
Patrizia Catellani, Catholic University of Milan

On Acorns and Oaks: Revisiting the Partisan Realignment of the White South
David O. Sears, University of California, Los Angeles
Nicholas A. Valentino, University of Michigan

Discussant: Shawn Rosenberg; swr@uci.edu

7/12/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room Aula 12

Panel W 1.7, Transition to Democracy: The case of Mexico
[Section: Democracy and Governability]
Beliefs in vote in two states of Mexico
Freddy E. Correa Romero, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México
Luis Felipe García y Barragán, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Psychological factors that precede citizen’s Vote: The Case of Local Elections in Mexico
Berenice Bedolla Ramírez, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Opinions about transition to democracy
Betty Sanders, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-X
Lidia A. Ferreira N., Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Participation and political action in Mexico
Luis Felipe García y Barragán, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

The measures of Politic
Carlos Hauslinger Marrón, DHYO
Lourdes Fournier, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-X
Chair: Lidia A. Ferreira N.; lidia@servidor.unam.mx
Discussant: Berenice Bedolla Ramirez

Wednesday, July 12
10:15-11:45 am

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 11

Panel W 2.1, The Psychology of Ethical Behavior
[Section: Political Violence]

Nordic spirit of altruism? Social Engagements of the Scandinavian Churches and the altruism viewpoints of the citizens
Anne Birgitta Yeung, University of Helsinki

Promoting social responsibility and moral courage: a group level perspective
Mark Levine, Lancaster University

Social courage, moral courage – values as motives determining action?
Gerd Meyer, University of Tuebingen

The self regulation of moral courage intervention behavior
Kai J. Jonas, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena
Chair: Kristen Monroe; krmonroe@uci.edu
Discussant: Catarina Kinnvall; Catarina.Kinnvall@svet.lu.se

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 01

Session W 2.2, Hot Books:
Globalization and New Citizenship
Globalización y nuevas ciudadanías
Carlos Cullen,
M. Cristina Reigadas

Chair: Stella Maris De Filpo; Stella-df@ciudad.com.ar
Discussant: Andrea Calsamiglia; Andrea.calsamiglia@uab.es
Discussant: Ana Logiúdice; ani1511@hotmail.com
Discussant: Maria Carolina Cebey; carocebey@yahoo.com.ar
Discussant: Raquel Sánchez; rachelnung@yahoo.es

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 02

Panel W 2.3, Attitudes and Beliefs: the Role of RWA, SDO and Other Cognitive Styles
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Age differences in conservatism: evidence of the mediating effects of personality and cognitive style
Ilse Cornelis, Ghent University,
Alain Van Hiel, Ghent University

Attitudes towards terrorism: an exploratory analysis on a North Italian sample
Germano Rossi, Università degli studi di Milano-Bicocca
Luca Carissimi, Università degli studi di Milano-Bicocca

Integrated model of Political Intolerance: The effect of personality, group identification and intergroup threat.
Hamdi Muluk, University of Indonesia.
Yusida Lusiana, University of Jenderal Soedirman Purwokerto
M. Enoch Markum, University of Indonesia.
The “police officer’s dilemma” and the terrorist threat: Effects on public trust and the moderating role of right-wing authoritarianism
Christopher Cohrs, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena
Mathew P. White, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena

The impact of cognitive style on authoritarianism based conservatism and racism
Arne Roets, Ghent University
Ilse Cornelis, Ghent University,
Alain Van Hiel, Ghent University

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 10

Panel W 2.4, Negotiation as an axle of social construction in democratic civility
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

Negotiation as an Axle of Social Construction in Democratic Civility
Graciela Mota, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Networks of Daily Life Tensions and Conflicts: Possibilities of Social Transformation From Latin-American Community Social Psychology
Maria de Fátima Quintal de Freitas, Universidade Federal do Paraná (UFPR)

Recreation as Self-conditioning of Free Time: A Negotiation Perspective with Ourselves
Núria Codina, Universitat de Barcelona

The Transformation In Gender Relations Derived From Changes In The Economic Structure Of Work.
M. Lucero Jiménez Guzmán, CRIM- UNAM
Marco Augusto Gómez Solórzano, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Xochimilco (UAM)

Chair: Graciela Mota; gamb@servidor.unam.mx

Discussant: Edgar Aníbal Galindo Cota; edgar_galindo@hotmail.com

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 12

Panel W 2.5, Crisis and Challenges of Democracy
[Section: Democracy and Governability]

Crisis and disenchantment of neoliberal democratic governability as a project of economic democracy in Latin American states
José G. Vargas-Hernández, Instituto Tecnológico de Cd. Guzmán

European governance and the tension between democracy and technocracy: the case of employment policies
Amparo Serrano Pascual, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Eduardo Crespo Suárez, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
**Policy in the New Economic Capitalism**  
Simone Belli, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
Maria Carmen Penaranda, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
Cristian Lopez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

7/12/06  
10:15-11:45 am  
Room: Aula 18

**Panel W 2.6, The Use of Mediation in Conflict Situations**  
*Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions*

**Analyzing Non-state actors and states that shelter them**  
Rachel Wagner, Dstl, UK

**Mediating Affect: Disputant Emotions, Mediator Tactics, and International Negotiations**  
Tereza Capelos, Leiden University  
Josh Smilovitz, Leiden University

**Unwillingness to compromise: Lack of political trust amongst Greek-Cypriot adolescents**  
Dimitra Pahis, University of Surrey  
Evanthia Lyons, University of Surrey, Guildford

**Conflicting Interpretations of the Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process**  
Myron Aronoff, Rutgers University

**Discussant: Tereza Capelos; tcapelos@fsw.leidenuniv.nl**

7/12/06  
10:15-11:45 am  
Room: Aula 13

**Panel W 2.7, Social actors and political relationships: Struggles Within Political Action**  
*Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements*

**Collective action and delegitimization processes: the Hontza night centre case for drug-dependents in Bilbao**  
Eduardo Apodaka, Universidad del País Vasco  
Mikel Villarreal, Universidad del País Vasco

**Competition for the ear: a preliminary approach to the analysis of sonar anthropothecnics**  
Daniel López, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona  
Noel García, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

**Media representation and socio-political diffusion of the social movements: Never More during the Prestige crisis**  
Miguel Vicente, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

**Political participation and the fight against HIV/AIDS: The Brazilian NGO/AIDS experience**  
Carlos Roberto de Castro e Silva, University of Western Ontario  
W.E. Hewitt, University of Western Ontario
The university as political actor for human development: Rio Negro Community Case, Miranda state, Venezuela
Ninoska Díaz de Mariña, Universidad Nacional Experimental Simón Rodríguez

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 14

Panel W 2.8, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations and the Educational Context I
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Intergroup Contact, Perceptions, and Attitudes in a Multicultural Educational Environment
Ewa Golebiowska, Wayne State University
Samra Nasser, Wayne State University

Race, Education, and Individualism Revisited
Christopher M. Federico, University of Minnesota

Reducing Racist Oppression Through Education
Rebecca E. Blanton, City University of New York

Social Predictors of Prejudice in Children
Tina Farhan, Philipps University of Marburg
Ulrich Wagner, Philipps University of Marburg

7/12/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula Magna

Panel W 2.9, Making Use of Contradictions; Bringing Culture and Development Together in Critique
[Section: Political Socialisation]

Culture, Development and Citizenship
Helen Haste, University of Bath and Harvard Graduate School of Education

The Intellectual and Rhetorical Dynamic of Controversial Conversations
Angela Bermudez, Harvard Graduate School of Education

An Auto-ethnographic Approach to Changing Narratives of the Body
Masum Momaya, Harvard Graduate School of Education

How Would You Like Your School and Community to Change?
Terri Sullivan, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Chair: Helen Haste, helhaste@aol.com
Wednesday, July 12
12:00 noon-1:00 pm
7/12/06
12:00 noon-1:00 pm
Room: Aula 13
ISPP Business Meeting

Wednesday, July 12
1:30-3:15 pm
7/12/06
1:30-3:15 pm
Room: Aula 11

Session W 3.1, Round Table: All Humanity is My In-group
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

A Test of a Maslovian Model of “Oneness with All Humanity”
Sam McFarland, Western Kentucky University

Identification with All Humanity in Poland
Katarzyna Hamer-Gutowska, Institute of Psychology, Polish Academy of Sciences;
University of Finance and Management, Warsaw, Poland
Jakub Gutowski, University of Finance and Management, Warsaw, Poland

The Suffering of Others: The Moral Psychology Underlying Altruistic Responses to Genocide
Kristen Monroe, University of California at Irvine

Chair: Sam McFarland; Sam.mcfarland@wku.edu

Panel W 3.2, Strategies and Elements in War and Peace Processes
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

Passive Reconciliation of Intractable Conflicts
Rafi Nets, Tel Aviv University

The use of national identity in conflict resolution
Sebastian Kraus, Helsinki University

How important is justice for durable peace?
Cecilia Albin, Uppsala University

Paradigmatic Changes of Israel’s Concept of Conflict Management in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 2000-2005
Yaacov Bar-Siman-Tov, The Hebrew University Jerusalem

The Psychology of Counterterrorism: the Israeli Misuse of Strategic Assassinations
Arthur Honig, UCLA
Chair: Cecilia Albin; Cecilia.Albin@pcr.uu.se
Discussant: Sebastian Kraus; sebastian.kraus@helsinki.fi

7/12/06
1:30-3:15 pm
Room: Aula 02

Session W 3.3, Round Table: Participative strategies in Latin America: Social Movements, Autopolitization and Human rights
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Brazilian Health Councils as Opportunities for Political Participation and Shared Decision Making
Cornelis Johannes van Stralen, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais

Human Rights Communitarian Intervention Centered on Social Psychology of Liberation Perspective
José Joel Vázquez Ortega, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Unidad Iztapalapa

Political Participation on different Social Movements In Brazil and the construction of new humans rights
Marco Aurelio Maximo Prado, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais

The Metaphor of Civility: Participation Centered on the Creative Reactivation of The Own Potentialities
Graciela A. Mota, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Chair: Graciela A. Mota; gamb@servidor.unam.mx

7/12/06
1:30-3:15 pm
Room: Aula 14

Panel W 3.4, Democratic Deliberation: Possibilities and Limitations
[Section: Democracy and Governability]

Can Deliberative Procedures Suppress Antagonistic Tendencies in Groups
Janusz Reykowski, Warsaw School of Social Psychology

Cognition, Communication and Deliberation
Shawn Rosenberg, UC Irvine

Deliberating with or without facilitation? Analyzing a field experiment with public online dialogues
Matthias Trenel, Humboldt University Berlin

Small Group Deliberation
Tali Mendelberg, Princeton University

Chair: Shawn Rosenberg; swr@uci.edu
Chair: Janusz Reykowski; januszre@yahoo.com
Panel W 3.5, The Political Psychology of Globalization and Muslim Diasporas
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

Globalization, Gender, and Beliefs: Muslims in Scandinavia
Catarina Kinnvall, Lund University

Muslims in Canada: Discourses of Citizenship and Political Entitlement
Paul Nesbitt-Larking, Huron University College

Perceptions of Muslim Political Actors in Southeast Europe: The Prospect of Kosovo Independence
Benedict E. DeDominicis, Wright State University-Lake Campus

The Dilemma of Moral Responsibility vs. National/Cultural Security
Sarah Scuzzarello, Lund University

Chair: Catarina Kinnvall; Catarina.Kinnvall@svet.lu.se
Discussant: Jim McAuley; j.w.mcauley@hud.ac.uk

Wednesday, July 12
3:30-5:15 pm

Panel W 4.1, Social psychological precursors of intergroup reconciliation
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

Dealing with the Past and Facing the Future: Collective Guilt, Shame, and Intergroup Forgiveness in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Sabina Cehajic, University of Sussex

Forgiveness and Reparation in Chile: The role of cognitive and emotional intergroup antecedents
Jorge Manzi, Universidad Catolica de Chile

Nuestra Culpa: collective guilt as a predictor of reparation for historical wrongdoing
Rupert Brown, University of Sussex

To know you is to love you? Differential longitudinal effects of intergroup contact and knowledge on intergroup anxiety and prejudice
Hanna Zagefka, Royal Holloway University of London

Humanitarian Intervention in the Balkans: New Approaches Accommodating New Psychological Dimensions
Laura Gongola, Babes-Bolyai University

Chair: Sabina Cehajic; s.cehajic@sussex.ac.uk
Discussant: Emanuele Castano; CastanoE@newschool.edu
Panel W 4.2, Women and Institutional or Political Representation
[Gender and Political Psychology Section]

Women and Political Representation: The Precariousness of the Glass Cliff
Michelle Ryan, University of Exeter
Clara Kulich, University of Exeter
Alex Haslam, University of Exeter

Charismatic Leadership As a Gendered Political Evaluation: An Evolutionary Psychology Approach
Henriet Hendriks, University of Minnesota
Dana Raye Buckley Adams, University of Minnesota

Selecting the Better Applicant: Effects from Gender, Level of Performance, and Type of Question
Martha Foschi, University of British Columbia
Jerilee Valenzuela, University of British Columbia

Discussant: Jennifer Merolla; Jennifer.Merolla@cg.edu

Panel W 4.3, Party Identification, Partisan Bias, Political Identity and Partisanship
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Anti-Partisanship: Cognitive Defenses and Identity Stabilization
Eric Groenendyk, University of Michigan

Causes and Consequences of Nascent Party Identification
Ted Brader, Univ. of Michigan
Joshua A. Tucker, Princeton University

Partisan Bias in Comparative Perspective
Matias Bargsted, University of Michigan

Primbing Political Identity to Influence Vote Choice
Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University

Discussant: Melinda Jackson; m.jackson@email.sjsu.edu / email.sjsu.edu

Panel W 4.4, Emotions in Conflict
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

On the psychology of inter-group hatred in political systems
Eran Halperin, University of Haifa
Political sophistication and negative emotions in ethnic conflicts: An experimental analysis
Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University
Cigdem Sirin, Texas A&M University

The power of conflict-related threats: Emotional reactions to terror attacks versus traffic accidents
Keren Sharvit, Tel Aviv University

The use of fear in the political discourse in Israel with regard to the resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict: Political agendas 2003-2004
Nimrod Rosler, Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Unpacking the emotional responses to events of international terror: a cross-national experimental analysis
Katrina Mosher, Texas A&M University
Nehemia Geva, Texas A&M University

Chair: Daniel Bar-Tal; bartal@brandeis.edu
Discussant: George Marcus; George.E.Marcus@williams.edu

7/12/06
3:30-5:15 pm
Room: Aula 01
Panel W 4.5, Voting Behavior, Political Confidence and Blame Attribution
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Analyzing Twenty Years of Environmental Protection in Switzerland: A Multilevel Model of Voting Behavior
Nicholas Bornstein, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne

Delegative Democrats, Stealth Democrats. The Individual and Institutional Foundations of Political Trust
Paul Gronke, Reed College

Feeling the scandal: The role of citizens’ affective reactions on blame attribution
Tereza Capelos, Leiden University

The impact of party leaders on the vote: a comparative study
Martin Rosema, University of Twente

Discussant: Martin Rosema; m.rosema@utwente.nl

7/12/06
3:30-5:15 pm
Room: Aula 13
Panel W 4.6, Preventing violence and improving relations between the Dutch (and other Europeans) and Muslim
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

A media campaign against social polarization in the city of Amsterdam
George Weiss, Radio Benevolencija Humanitarian Tools Foundation
Countering polarization and radicalization in Amsterdam
Jeroen de Lange, Head of staff of the city manager of Amsterdam

Proposals to prevent violence and improve relations in the Netherlands and the rest of Europe between indigenous populations and Muslim minorities
Ervin Staub, University of Massachusetts

Chair/Discussant: Ervin Staub; estaub@psych.umass.edu

Wednesday, July 12
5:30-6:30 pm
7/12/06
5:30-6:30 pm
Room: Casa Dining Room

Junior Scholars Reception/Social Hour

Wednesday, July 12
7:00-9:00 pm
Opening Address followed by Opening Reception
7/12/06
7:00-8:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

Keynote Address: Dr. Miguel Herrero y Rodríguez De Miñon
Doctor of Law,
Letrado Mayor of the Council of State and Member of the Royal Academy of Moral and Political Sciences,
Member of the Spanish Royal Academy of Moral and Political Sciences
"Political Symbolism and the Process of Change"
"Simbolos Politicos y Procesos de Cambio"
7/12/06
8:00-9:00 pm
Room: Casa Dining Room

Opening Reception (included with registration)

Thursday, July 13
7:30-8:30 am
7/13/06
7:30-8:30 am
Room: Casa Dining Room

Political Psychology Editorial Board Meeting
Thursday, July 13
8:30-10:00 am

7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room Aula 18

Session TH 1.1, Junior Scholars Committee Mentorship Program Round Table
Helgard Kramer, Free University of Berlin, Germany
Katja Michalak, Otto von Guericke University of Magdeburg, Germany
Art Kendall, Social Research Consultants

7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room Aula 02

Session TH 1.2, Hot Books:
Psychology and Feminism: Forgotten History of Pioneer Women in Psychology
Psicología y Feminismo. Historia olvidada de mujeres pioneras en psicología
Silvia García Dauder, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

Chair: Silvia García Dauder; silvia.dauder@urjc.es
Discussant: Teresa Cabruja; teresa.cabruja@udg.es
Discussant: Lupicinio Íñiguez; Lupicinio.Iniguez@uab.es

7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 10

Panel TH 1.3, Discourse analytic approaches in some Political Psychology issues: participation, development
[Section: Open/Miscellaneous]

‘It’s not racist. It’s common sense.’ A critical analysis of political discourse around asylum and immigration in the UK
Rose Capdevila, University of Northampton
Jane Callaghan, University of Northampton

Dilemmas in the development discourse: A critical discourse analysis of the CIA-sponsored “Latin America 2020 Seminar”
Gisela Ruiseco, Universität Wien
Thomas Slunecko, Universität Wien

Some Characteristics of Right-Wing Extremist Discourse: The Case of the Flemish Party Vlaams Blok/Vlaams Blang
Christ’l De Landtsheer, University of Antwerp
Dieter Vertessen, University of Antwerp
7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 11

Panel TH 1.4, Reconceptualizing authoritarianism
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

A comparison of various authoritarianism scales in Belgian Flanders: A research note
Alain Van Hiel, Ghent University
Ilse Cornelis, Ghent University,
Arne Roets, Ghent University

The ambivalent collective: does collective mobilization help or harm freedom?
Ian Hansen, University of British Columbia

The anti-authoritarian personality: Anarchist or activist?
Gareth Norris, Liverpool Hope University

The authoritarian personality - re-consideration in the new context
Mirjana Francesko, University of Novi Sad
Vladimir Mihic, University of Novi Sad
Jelena Kajon, University of Novi Sad

7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 14

Panel TH 1.5, Group Effects on Political Decision Making
[Section: Political Decision Making]

Between the party and the public: Responses to strategic deviance within political groups
Thomas Morton, University of Exeter
Jolanda Jetten, University of Exeter
Tom Postmes, University of Exeter

Exploring the Microfoundations of Political Culture in the U.S.
David Barker, University of Pittsburgh
Christopher Jan Carman, University of Glasgow

Political choices when friends disagree: partisanship and vote choice
Meredith Rolfe, Nuffield College

Empathy Induction, Winning and Losing, and Perceptions of Democratic Deliberation
Michael Morrell, University of Connecticut

Discussant: William P. Smith; William.p.smith@vanderbilt.edu
7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula Magna

Panel TH 1.6, Views of the U.S. Role in the World
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

Asian Community and Its Relations with the U.S.
Shoji Miterai, Sapporo University

Framing CONTRA-dictions
Hector Perla, Ohio University

Chair/Discussant: Jeffrey W. Taliaferro

7/13/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room Aula 13

Panel TH 1.7, Gender, Social Movements and Collective Action
[Gender and Political Psychology Section]

Fragmentary Subjectivities and Strikes: A Case Study
Enrico Mora, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Troubling the Space Between Us: Political Positioning and Reworkings of Gender and Race
Lindsay O'Dell, University of Brighton
Marcia Worrell, Roehampton University

Political Psychology and Patriarchal Culture
Carlos Arango

Engendering Dissent: The Four Mothers Protest and Israel’s Lebanon War
Daniel Lieberfeld, Duquesne University

Collective Participation, Gender Perspective and Empowerment: Ruptures of the Domination Relationship
Fatima Cruz Souza, Universidad de Valladolid Cruz

7/13/06
8:30-10:00am
Room: Aula 01

Panel TH 1.8, Identity, Oppression, and Health
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Sexism, self-objectification, and sexual health
Alyssa Zucker, George Washington University
Natalie Sabik, George Washington University

Social class, classism, and stress among college students
Joan Ostrove, Macalester College

Feminism, gender role constraint, and well-being in feminist activists
Maureen Kentoff, George Washington University

Chair: Alyssa Zucker; azucker@gwu.edu
Thursday, July 13
10:15-11:45 am

Session TH 2.1 Hot Books:
The Politics of Memory in Postwar Europe
Annamaria Orla-Bukovska, Cracow University
Claudio Fogu, UC Santa Barba
Richard Ned Lebow, Dartmouth College,
Wulf Kansteiner, SUNY at Binghamton

Chair: Richard Ned Lebow; Richard.ned.lebow@dartmouth.edu
Discussant: Peter Suedfeld; psuedfeld@psych.ubc.ca
Discussant: James Davis; james.davis@unisg.ch

Panel TH 2.2, Harassing the state: a play where they never call us
[Section: Democracy and Governability]

Exhaustion of State as a hegemonic device producer of working subjectivity
Sebastián Holc, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Harassing the state: a play where they never call us
Liliana Ferrari, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Locked outside. Economic Migrants, new damned class
Stella Maris De Filpo, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Social cohesion and passage from the integrative to the welfare policies
Ana Logiúdice, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Some genealogical notes on the exclusion
Carlos Motto, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Chair/Discussant: Liliana Ferrari; ferrariililiana@yahoo.com, ferralilith@gmail.com
Panel TH 2.3, National Crisis, Threat, Security and Authoritarianism  
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]  

Authoritarian Responses to Conditions of Crisis  
Jennifer Merolla, Claremont Graduate University  
Jennifer Ramos, UC-Davis  
Elizabeth Zechmeister, UC-Davis  

“What would Jesus Bomb?” Right-wing Authoritarianism, Sermon on the Mount Values, and Support for the War in Iraq  
David G. Winter, University of Michigan  

Right wing authoritarianism and attitudes towards catastrophes: 9/11 versus Katrina  
Nicola Curtin, University of Michigan  

The role of intergroup context in Social Dominance Theory: The influence of threatened group status on Social Dominance Orientation.  
Antonio Chirumbolo, University of Chieti-Pescara  

Towards an integrated perspective on authoritarianism: Testing a collective security model  
Philipp Jugert, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena  
John Duckitt, University of Auckland

Panel TH 2.4, The Decision to Go to War  
[Section: Political Decision Making]  

Rejecting the Bandwagon: The Winter War between Finland and Soviet Union in 1939-1940  
Risto Karinen, Arizona State University  

Rethinking Motives for War and Peace: Beyond the Greed-Grievance Nexus  
Lilja Jannie, Uppsala University  

The psychology of intelligence analysis: Moving Beyond the Orthodox Revisionist Dichotomy  
Arthur Honig, UCLA

Panel TH 2.5, Political Cognition  
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]  

Anxiety and Learning about Politics: An Old Tool for a New Debate  
Jacob Sohlberg, State University of New York at Stony Brook
Cognitive processes: a way to the obedience or to the liberation?
María Lucero Botía Sanabria, Universidad Antonio Nariño
Víctor Manuel Prado Delgado, Universidad Antonio Nariño

Projection in Politics: How Individuals Systematically Misremember Political Information
Brad Verhulst, State University of New York, Stony Brook

Regulatory focus, economic conditions and political decision making
Jennifer Boldero, University of Melbourne

Discussant: Jennifer Boldero; bolderoj@unimelb.edu.au

7/13/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 01

Panel TH 2.6, Walls: The Role of Boundaries in Intergroup Relations
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

The Paradox of Walls: Security, Identity, and Group Boundaries
Tamra Pearson d’Estrée, University of Denver

Walls in Global News Broadcasts: Structures and Metaphors in CNN Worldview, BBC World, and Al Jazeera
Francis A. Beer, University of Colorado
G. Robert Boynton, University of Iowa

The Separation Wall: Identity, Metaphors, and Force in Israeli Political Thought
Nadim Rouhana, George Mason University

Symbolic Landscapes as Inclusive and Exlusive Ethnic Boundaries
Marc Ross, Bryn Mawr College

Chair: Tamra Pearson d’Estrée; tdestree@du.edu

Discussant: Christine Kulke, Technische Universitat Berlin

7/13/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room Aula 13

Session TH 2.7, Round Table: Institutional and Psychological Responses to Gender Discrimination in Academia
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Caterina Kinnvall, Lund University
Kristen Monroe, University of California, Irvine
Rose McDermott, University of California, Santa Barbara
Joanna Vecchiarelli Scott, Eastern Michigan State
Panel TH 2.8, Intergroup Emotions in Real Intergroup Conflicts
[Section: Open/Miscellaneous]

Emotional motivations for vicarious retribution and their effects on the spread of conflict
Brian Lickel, University of Southern California

Explaining American and British opposition to the occupation of Iraq: The role of emotions
Aarti Iyer, University of Exeter

Intergroup emotions as indicators of changes in group positions
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut, USA, Anthony F. Lemieux, State University of New York, USA

The recipient’s view of compunction, compassion, and compensation
Roger Giner-Sorolla, University of Kent
Pablo Espinosa, University of Kent
Emanuele Castano, The New School for Social Research
Rupert Brown, University of Sussex

Chair: Felicia Pratto; Felicia.pratto@uconn.edu
Discussant: Emanuele Castano; CastanoE@newschool.edu

Panel TH 2.9, Religion for and Against Intergroup Violence
[Section: Political Violence]

Conversion of Youth to Radical Islamic Terrorism During the Iraq War
Benina B. Gould, UC Berkeley

Hizb ut-Tahrir: Solving the Enigma of a Radical Non-Violent Islamic Group
Emmanuel Karagiannis, University of Macedonia

Would the world be more peaceful without devotion to God?
Ian Hansen, University of British Columbia
Ara Norenzayan, University of British Columbia
Ilan Dar-Nimrod, University of British Columbia

Motivated cognition and religion as factors predicting strategy choice in intergroup conflicts
Agnieszka Golec de Zavala, Middlesex University

Religious Fundamentalism, Conflict Aversion, and Political Intolerance
Lillianna Anthony-Brown, Stony Brook University
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
Thursday, July 13
12:00 noon-1:00 pm

7/13/06
12:00 noon-1:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

**Keynote Address:** Helen Haste, 2005 Nevitt Sanford Award Winner
“The Future Always Surprises Us; The Critical Implications For Competent Citizenship In The 21st Century”

Thursday, July 13
1:30-3:00 pm

7/13/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula 02

**Panel TH 3.1 Status Beliefs, Biased Perceptions, and Group Hierarchies**
*Section: Open/Miscellaneous*

- **Controlling and Transferring Status Effects of Gender**
  Lisa S. Rashotte, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

- **Evaluations and Expectations: Review and Assessment of Experimental Evidence**
  Martha Foschi, University of British Columbia
  Lok See Loretta Ho, University of Toronto

- **How Behavior Affects Performance Expectations**
  Murray Webster, Jr., University of North Carolina at Charlotte
  Lisa S. Rashotte, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

- **Images of the Shape of Social Structure: Testing a Formal Theoretical Model**
  Zbigniew Karpinski, Polish Academy of Sciences

**Chair:** Martha Foschi; mfoschi@shaw.ca

7/13/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

**Session TH 3.2, ISPP Junior Scholars Career Development Round Table**
*Section: Open/Miscellaneous*

- **Becoming a Methodologically Savvy Political Psychologist**
  Christopher M. Federico, University of Minnesota
  David G. Winter, University of Michigan
  Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University.
  Daniel Bar-Tal, Brandeis University

**Chair:** Christopher M. Federico; federico@umn.edu
7/13/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula 01

**Panel TH 3.3, Military Practices of Oppression and Totalitarianism**

*Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism*

**Hannah Arendt in The Post-9/11 World: Totalitarianism and The Banality of Evil Revisited**
Joanna Vecchiarelli Scott, Eastern Michigan University

**Hitler’s Psychiatrists: Healers and Researchers Turned Executioners, the Politics of Oppression from the Community to the Clinical**
Rael Strous, Tel Aviv University

**Military Psychological Operations: psychology to the service of oppression**
Rubén Benedicto, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

**Russian Hegemony and Islamic Resistance in the North Caucasus: an historical analysis**
Robert Bruce Ware, Southern Illinois University

7/13/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula 14

**Panel TH 3.4, Effects of Emotions on Political Decision Making**

*Section: Political Decision Making*

**Calculus of Advertising Appeals: Strategic Use and Impact of Emotion**
Ted Brader, Univ. of Michigan
Bryce Corrigan, Univ. of Michigan

**Emotions and Information Search Strategy**
David P. Redlawsk, University of Iowa
Andrew Civettini, University of Iowa

**Is a Good Citizen a Worried Citizen? Induced Emotions, Political Information Seeking and Selective Exposure on the Internet**
Nicholas Valentino, University Of Michigan
Vincent Hutchings, University Of Michigan
Anne Davis, University Of Michigan
Antoine Banks, University Of Michigan

**Discussant: Joaquim Luís Coimbra; jcoimbra@fpce.up.pt**

7/13/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Aula 13

**Panel TH 3.5, Ambivalence, Rationalization, Heuristics, and Frames, Stemming the Information Tide**

*Section: Political Decision Making*

**Competitive Framing**
Dennis Chong, Northwestern University
James Druckman, Northwestern University
The Mechanism is the Message: Headlines and the Transmission of Political Information
Blake Andrew, McGill University

Ambivalence and Issue Voting: Directional vs. Proximity Models Revisited
Marco Steenenberg, University of North Carolina
Howard Lavine, Stony Brook University

The Rationalizing Public: Partisan, Facts, and the Iraq War
James H. Kuklinski, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Paul J. Quirk, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Brian Gaines, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Buddy Peyton, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Panel TH 3.6, Gender Stereotypes and Power Relationship
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Waasup Jane or Dear Professor Jones: Exploring the dimensions of e-mail greetings
Nicky Newton, University of Michigan
Christa McDermott, University of Michigan

Prediction for Women’s Acceptance of Gender Hierarchy
Julia Becker, Philipps University of Marburg
Ulrich Wagner, Philipps University of Marburg

Navigating Gender Stereotypes in the Political Campaigns
Natalia Kovaleva, University of Texas, Austin

Hillary versus Condi? Contesting Masculinism in Presidential Campaign Politics
Amy Gangl, Union College
Zack Lazovik, Union College

Thursday, July 13
3:15-4:45 pm

Panel TH 4.1, New Directions in Foreign Policy Decision Making Theory
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

Applied Psychology in International Relations
Edgar Aníbal Galindo Cota, Universidade Lusófona de Humanidades e Tecnologias

Behavioral IR
Alex Mintz, Texas A&M University and IDC (Interdisciplinary Center, Herzliya, Israel)
The Role of Motivated and Unmotivated Biases in Intelligence Failure
Uri Bar-Joseph, University of Haifa
Jack S. Levy, Rutgers University

7/13/06
3:15-4:45 pm
Room: Aula 02

Panel TH 4.2, Civic Education Strategy as Negotiation and Recognition of the Difference
[Section: Political Socialization]

Discrimination: A Matter of Word
Monica Saloma R., Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Gender and Social Transformation: HADECNEC, An Alternative
Indira I. Hermida, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Edgar Baltazar L., Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Deeping Inside of Citizenship on the Way of Free Time and Worldmaking
Rafael Kornhauser, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

Chair/Discussant: Graciela Mota; gamb@servidor.unam.mx
Discussant: Nuria Codina; nc@terra.es; ncodina@ub.edu

7/13/06
3:15-4:45 pm
Room: Aula 11

Panel TH 4.3, Forms of social organization and oppression
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

Co-operation and conflict between firms, NMS, communities and the role of government
José G. Vargas-Hernández, Instituto Tecnològico de Cd. Guzmán

New forms of social submission: the moral discourse about work
Eduardo Crespo Suárez, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Amparo Serrano Pascual, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Juan Carlos Revilla Castro, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
José Francisco Tovar, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

Slow Genocide: The Dynamics of Violence and Oppression in Refugee Camps and American Ghettos
Martha Cottam, Washington State University
Faith Lutze, Washington State University

The Criminalization of Severe Mental Illness in the United States
Patricia O’Connor, The Health Foundation of Greater Cincinnati
Panel TH 4.4, Crisis of identity, identities of the crisis. The Argentinean case
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Assistencialization in social politics, social representations: poverty, work, citizenship.
Ana Logiúdice, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Insecurity in the political agenda of the communication media.
Carlos Motto, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

New forms of politic action: movements of recovering-by-its-workers companies.
Liliana Ferrari, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires
Karina Kalpschtrej, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires
Maria Carolina Cebey, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Social Movements: Emancipatory Projects of critic to rationality?
Valentina Picchetti, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires
David Pequeño, Universidad Nacional de Buenos Aires

Chair and Discussant: Stella Maris De Filpo; Stella-df@ciudad.com.ar

Panel TH 4.5, Changing Sexist Ideologies and Discourses
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Sexism, Gendered Power and Satisfaction in Heterosexual Couples
Elena Morales, University of Granada, Spain
Rosa Rodriguez, University of Granada, Spain
Miguel Moya, University of Granada, Spain
Felicia Pratto, University of Connecticut

Gender, Identity and Binge Drinking: Challenging Women’s Social Positions?
Antonia Lyons, Massey University

Education, Gender and Sexual Diversity: Strategies of Resistance
Nilson Fernandes Dinis, Universidade Federal do Parana – Brazil

Discussant: Antonia Lyons, Massey University, A.Lyons@massey.ac.nz
Panel TH 4.6, Emotions & Political Protest
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

An integrative model predicting protest participation
Jacquelien van Stekelenburg, Vrije Universiteit
Bert Klandermans, Vrije Universiteit

Emotions and social movements: some conceptual and methodological issues
José Manuel Sabucedo, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela
Lucinda Fernández, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela
Mar Durán, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela

Terror, immigrants and emotions in The Netherlands
Dirk Oegema, Vrije Universiteit
Jacquelien van Stekelenburg, Vrije Universiteit

To Whisper or to Shout? Strategic Expressions of Group-based Anger in Collective Action
Martijn van Zomeren, University of Amsterdam
Russell Spears, University of Amsterdam
Colin Wayne Leach, University of Amsterdam

Chair: Jacquelien van Stekelenburg; j.van.stekelenburg@fsw.vu.nl
Discussant: Bert Klandermans; pg.klandermans@fsw.vu.nl

Thursday, July 13
5:00-6:30 pm

Panel TH 5.1, Theory and Liberation Psychology
[Section: Liberation Psychology]

Frantz Fanon’s Rencontre de la société et de la psychiatrie
Mazi Allen, Binghamton University

Internalized Oppression and the reclaiming of power
Caroline New, Bath Spa University

Montesquieu on the Political Psychology of Liberation and Oppression
Peter Levine, National - Louis University

Alterity Construction: Forms of Radical Incomprehension
Cristian Lopez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Maria Carmen Penaranda, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Javier Romano, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Learning Psychohistory in a Troubled World
William R. Meyers, University of Cincinnati
Panel TH 5.2, Public Opinion and Framing Effects in Foreign Policy Decision Making
[Section: Political Decision Making and Cognition, Public Opinion and Voting Behavior]

Generating Public Opinion: Beyond Cognition & Voting Behavior
James Moir, University of Abertay Dundee

Mood, Preexisting Political Attitudes and Framing Effects
Pazit Ben Nun, University of New York at Stony Brook

Resisting the Drums of War: African American Opinion on Military Action
Scott Blinder, University of Oxford

Discussant: James Moir; j.moir@abertay.ac.uk

Panel TH 5.3, Political Asylum Policy: Discourse, Process, and Psychological Effects
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

Rhetorics of Rejection: Australian Refugee Policy and its Effects
John D. Kaye, University of Adelaide

The Political and Cultural Production of Identity in the Political Asylum Application
Carol Bohmer, Dartmouth College
Amy Shuman, Ohio State University

Refugee Narratives at Clinical Assessment and at Refugee Status Hearing
Janet Cleveland, Universite de Montreal

Feelings Associated with the Experience of Displacement: Giving New Meanings
Stella Sacipa, Pontificia Universidad Javeriana

Chair: Carol Bohmer; carol.bohmer@dartmouth.edu

[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

The construction of the image of newly created parties
Luz Elena Ramirez Flores, University of Guadalajara
The image paper in the political processes
Alfredo Guerrero Tapia, Autonomous National University of Mexico

The political speeches and their parties’ visions.
Roque Quintanilla Montoya, University of Guadalajara

The social representations and construction of the parties and their candidates images
Silvia Valencia Abundiz, University of Guadalajara

Chair: Silvia Valencia Abundiz; svalenci@cucs.udg.mx
Discussant: Eulogio Romero; eromero@sin.bucp.mx

7/13/06
5:00-6:30 pm
Aula Magna

Panel TH 5.5, The Political Psychology of Economics and Consumption
[Section: Social Theory and Political Psychology]

Constructing workers. Expanding Psychology. A perspective from the south.
Hernan Pulido-Martinez, Cardiff University

Economy and affectivity: a theoretical reflection on the affective dimension of the economy in the context of the consumer society
Victor Hernandez Ramirez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Power and difference: Beliefs about consumption, gender, and the environment in Buenos Aires, Argentina
Christa McDermott, University of Michigan
Panel TH 5.7, Mobbing, Liberation Psychology
[Section: Liberation Psychology]

Intervención en la Empresa
Pepe García Romero, Bacsconsultoria

Las ONG's frente al fenómeno del AMT
Marina Parés Soliva, Servicio Europeo de Información sobre el Mobbing-SEDISEM

Peritajes Judiciales
Daya-H Rolsma Tehusijarana, Bacsconsultoria

Políticas Liberadoras del Mobbing
Francisco Fuertes Martínez, Universitat Jaume I

Chair: Marina Parés Soliva; marinapares@yahoo.es

Discussant: Daniel Rodrigo Tárrega; danirod@copc.es

Thursday, July 13
6:45-8:00 pm

Session TH 6.1, Round Table: Insights From Psychoanalysis and Psychohistory on Oppression, Liberation, Trauma, and Terrorism
[Section: Political Violence]
David Beisel and Colleagues, SUNY Rockland
Paul Elovitz, Clio's Psyche and Ramapo College

Panel TH 6.2, Politics in the Management of Time
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

Psychology and Publics Policies: reinventing participation social in health
Magda Dimenstein, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte

Time consumption and consumer time: some keys to train in the use of time
Núria Codina, Universitat de Barcelona
Jose Vicente Pestana, Universitat de Barcelona

Time use and adolescents 12 to 16 years old in Catalonia
Ferran Casas, Universitat de Girona
Laura Madorell, Universitat de Girona.
Sara Malo, Universitat de Girona.
Cristina Figuer, Universitat de Girona.
Mònica Gonzàlez, Universitat de Girona.
Ways of comprehension and management of Free Time in suburban adolescents
Jorge Castellá Sarriera, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul

Discussant: Jose Vicente Pestana; jvpestana@ub.edu

7/13/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula 14

Panel TH 6.3, Politics of Affectivity/Affective Politics
[Sections: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Affective Normativity and the Status Quo
John Cromby, Loughborough University

Marginalized living in mental health
Ian Tucker, University of Northampton

On public space as a matter of feeling
Carlos Silva, Universidad Central de Venezuela

The politics of the ontology of emotions
Darren Ellis, Loughborough University

Chair: John Cromby; J.Cromby@lboro.ac.uk
Discussant: Steven Brown; s.d.brown@lboro.ac.uk

7/13/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula 13

Panel TH 6.4 Social Representations and Ethnic Identity
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Bedouin adolescent Identity within a context of shared schooling with Jewish same age students
Adi Mana, Ben-Gurion University
Emda Orr, Ben-Gurion University

God, Sex, and the Body: Political Empowerment in the United States
Masum Momaya, Harvard University

Social representation and collective memory of the left in México
Marco Antonio González Pérez, Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey
Jorge Mendoza García, Universidad Pedagógica Nacional
Alfonso Díaz Tovar, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Who are the Victims? Victimhood Experiences in Northern Ireland
Neil Ferguson, Liverpool Hope University
Mary Linscott, Liverpool Hope University
Panel TH 6.5, Group-Focused Enmity and Discrimination in Germany - Between Risky Disorientation and Normalities [Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

**Anomia and Group-Focused Enmity**
Sandra Hüpping, University of Bielefeld

**Risky normality – Prejudices in the political center**
Beate Küpper, University of Bielefeld & Philipps University of Marburg
Andreas Zick, University of Bielefeld

**The Group Focused Enmity Syndrome: An empirical test**
Carina Wolf, Philipps University of Marburg
Andreas Zick, University of Bielefeld
Beate Küpper, University of Bielefeld & Philipps University of Marburg
Eldad Davidov, Philipps University of Marburg
Peter Schmidt, Philipps University of Marburg
Wilhelm Heitmeyer, Philipps University of Marburg

**The systematic relations of discriminatory behavior against different societal groups**
Frank Asbrock, University of Bielefeld
Oliver Christ, Philipps University of Marburg & University of Bielefeld
Ulrico Wagner, Philipps University of Marburg

**Discussant: Andreas Zick; zick@uni-bielefeld.de**

---

Panel TH 6.6, Fractal Understandings in Political Action [Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

**Desire as a lack and agencies of desire: Implications of the understanding of the relationship between power/agency in sexuality politics**
Marcel Balasch, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Blanca Callén, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
José Enrique Ema, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

**Dynamics of Subjection/agency: The construction of otherness**
Ricardo Espinosa, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Paz Guarderas, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Karla Montenegro, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

**Esthetics and experience: metaphors for political action.**
M.Gisela Escobar, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Exploring power in global agencements.
Matthew Jacobson, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Joan Pujol, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Marisela Montenegro, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Chair: Ricardo Espinoza
Discussant: Patricia Amigot; patricia.amigot@unavarra.es

7/13/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

Panel TH 6.7, Politics of Emotion
[Gender and Political Psychology]

Politics of Motherhood: Intimate Emotions, Moral Outrage, Political Dilemmas
Juan Carlos Porlier, University of Massachusetts

Queer Emotivity Politics
Pablo Perez Navarro, Universidad de La Laguna

Self, Freedom and Responsibility: Notes on Subjectivity(ies) and (neo) Liberal Governments
Isabel Rivero, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Disgust Dispositive: Emotions and Social Control
Adriana Gil Juárez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Chair: Adriana Gil Juárez
Discussant: Teresa Cabruja; teresa.cabruja@udg.es

Friday, July 14
8:30-10:00 am

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 01

Panel F 1.1 Power and Governability
[Section: Democracy and Governability]

‘State of Nature’ and Governability: Kyrgyzstan’s ‘Tulip Revolution’ and Beyond
Emil Juraev, American Univ. – Central Asia

Conceptions of power and paradigms of legitimacy
Eduardo Apodaka, Universidad del País Vasco
Mikel Villarreal, Universidad del País Vasco

Is Oppression a Necessary Condition to Democracy? A Psychoanalytical Approach
Maryse Touboul, School of Aliveness & Adulthood. Paris
7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 18

Panel F 1.2, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations and Threat
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Enlargement and the Mobilization of Prejudice. An Application of the 'integrated threat'
Susanne Rippl, University of Technology Chemnitz

Personal Threat, Security, and Support for Civil Liberties: The 9/11 Attacks
Stanley Feldman, Stony Brook University
Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University.

Discussant: Jose Valencia; Josefrancisco.valencia@ehu.es

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 10

Panel F 1.3, Political culture and social capital
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Building Bridges: Diverse networks and social capital
Allison Harell, McGill University
Dietlind Stolle, McGill University

Culture Wars as Identity Politics
Erin Cassese, Stony Brook University

Political and Musical Identities Among Mizrahi Jews in Israel
Donald A. Sylvan, Ohio State University
Amy Horowitz, Ohio State University
Amanda K. Metskas, Ohio State University

The Perception of Political Space: Group Interviews with Taxi-Driver
Jonathan White, EUI Florence

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 11

Panel F 1.4, Terror Management Theory in the Middle East: Common Psychological Forces in Three Cultures
[Section: Political Violence]

Defenders of a Lost Cause: Terror Management and Violent Resistance to the Disengagement Plan
Gilad Hirschberger, Bar-Ilan University
Tsachi Ein-Dor, Bar-Ilan University

Terror Management and Politics: Between a Rock and a Hard Place
Jeff Greenberg, University of Arizona

Terror Management in Iran: Findings from the Islamic World
Abdolhossein Abdollahi, Islamic Azad University & Kerman Shahid Bahonar University
Turning the Tide Against Violence: Terror Management Theory and Prospects for Peace
Tom Pyszczynski, University of Colorado

Chair/Discussant: Tom Pyszczynski; tpyszcz@uccs.edu

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula Magna

Session F 1.5, Round Table: Authoritarianism: State of the Art, Applications and Perspectives (Part 1)
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

Authoritarianism and Perceiving the Invasion of Iraq as a 'Just War.'
David G. Winter, University of Michigan

Authoritarianism and Political Preferences: A New Approach to an Old Topic
Detlef Oesterreich,

Terrorist Threat and Social-Cognitive Motives as Predictors of Conservative Attitudes
Anette Hiemisch, University of Greifswald
Philipp Jugert, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena

India: Political-cultural Traditions and Organizational Behavior between Collectivistic Authoritarianism and New Individualism
Ullrich Guenther, University of Lueneburg

Inter-individual Differences in Prejudice: The Role of Different Aspects of the Authoritarian Personality
Christopher Cohrs, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena

Chair: Angela Kindervater; a.kindervater@t-online.de
Chair: Gerda Lederer; Drglederer@cs.com

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 12

Panel F 1.6, Politics of Memory/Memorial Politics
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Memory, suggestibility, speechlessness and the politics of expression
Johanna Motzkau, Open University

The human and non-human participants of memory: exploring the objects and spaces of memories of child sexual abuse in making sense of agency
Paula Reavey, London South Bank University

The politics of paranoia: Positioning and conspiracy theory
David Harper, University of East London

Virtual monuments and real memory
Steven Brown, Loughborough University
Panel F1.7, Interpersonal Conflicts
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

Brazilian youth explanations and legitimations of violence
Concepción Fernández Villanueva, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
Leila Ferreira Salles, Joyce Mary Adam Paula e Silva, Universidade Estadual Paulista, Rio Claro, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Juan Carlos Revilla,
Roberto Domínguez,

Dissension as political practice in decision making process of collaborative groups
Ninoska Díaz de Mariña, Universidad Nacional Experimental Simón Rodríguez

Five Tools for Critical Deliberation about Interpersonal and Social Conflict
Angela Bermudez, Harvard Graduate School of Education.

Redefining the concept of Violence as a tool to analyze attacks to immigrant minorities in the EU
Leonor Gimeno Giménez, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

The new ways of power and control that give form to the organizational conflicts
Marco Antonio Carrillo Pacheco, Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro
Rolando Javier Salinas García, Universidad Autónoma de Querétaro

Panel F 1.8, What Can Feminist and Political Psychology Learn From Each Other, Part I
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Feminisms Without Borders: Exploring the Relationships Between Feminist and Political Psychology
Rose Capdevila, University of Northampton
Rhoda Unger, Brandeis University

Imagination and Scholarship: Integrating Feminism, Politics, and Psychology
Molly Andrews, University of East London

The Redefinition of Politics as a Feminist Practice
Barbara Biglia, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Men as Individuals, Women as a Sexed Category: Implications of Symbolic Asymmetry for Feminist Practice and Feminist Psychology
Ligia Amancio, Instituto Superior de Ciencias do Trabalho e da Empresa, Lisbon, Portugal
Joao Oliveira, Instituto Superior de Ciencias do Trabalho e da Empresa, Lisbon, Portugal

Chair: Rose Capdevila, University of Northampton

7/14/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 14

Panel F 1.9, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations: Social Issues
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Attitudes towards foreign countries and their explanations
Henk Dekker, Leiden University

Discrimination against the Taiwanese under the Chinese Rule, 1945-1947: A Historical Example of Automatic Attitude Activation
Mike Shi-chi LAN, Nanyang Technological University, SINGAPORE

Prejudice against Jews: Experimental procedures
Urszula Jakubowska, Warsaw Advanced School of Social Psychology Poland

Friday, July 14
10:15-11:45 am

7/14/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 13

Panel F 2.1, Brazilian Social Movements: Contributions for the Analysis of Political Actions
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Political Consciousness, Emotions and Collective Action
Salvador Sandoval, Brazilian Society of Political Psychology

Political meanings in contemporary collective actions
Telma Souza, Universidade Metodista de Piracicaba

Political Memory generating new forms of Political Action
Soraia Ansara, Faculdade Brasília de São Paulo

Political Participation of Women Leaders: A Psycho-Political Analysis of Women Leadership Formation in Brazil
Betania Diniz Gonçalves, Pontificia Universidade Católica de Mina Gerias

Chair: Salvador Sandoval; Salvador.Sandoval@attglobal.net

Discussant: Marco Aurelio Maximo Prado; pradomam@fafich.ufmg.br
Panel F 2.2, Leadership in Latin America
[Section: Political Psychology of Leadership]

El Fenomeno Chavez: Hugo Chavez of Venezuela, Modern Day Bolivar
Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University
Laurita Denny, The George Washington University
Hugo Chávez Frías in the symbolic representations of the Venezuelan ethnic unconscious.
Manuel Cabrera Alcalá, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Political leadership in Brazil.
Edson de Souza Filho, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Prevalence of Malignant Narcissism on Young Mexican Political Leaders
Andres Tovilla, Universidad Iberoamericana

Chair: Jerrold M. Post; jmpost@pol-psych.com

Session F 2.3, Round Table: Getting Published in Political Psychology
[Section: Open, Miscellaneous]

Leonie Huddy, Stony Brook University.
Charles Taber, Stony Brook University
Erin Cassese, Stony Brook University
Mark Peffley, University of Kentucky

Panel F 2.4, Community Participation, Power, Social Change
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Inequalities and health promotion: Situating community practice, participation, and power in broader social
Chris Stephens, Massey University

Political dilemmas of incremental social change: A case study of an evolving community development project for sex workers in Calcutta
Flora Cornish, Glasgow Caledonian University

Women, power and violence in context: A study of women of diverse backgrounds in contemporary South Africa
Hilde Van Vlaenderen,

Genital Herpes and Social Stigma in the U.S. and UK: A Cross-National Study
Janna Merrick, University of South Florida
Panel F 2.5, Psychological Repertoire of Intractable Conflict – The Israeli Case
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolution]

Direct and Indirect Expressions of Ethos of Conflict Beliefs in Israeli Society
Keren Sharvit, Tel Aviv University

The Ethos of Conflict as a Prism for Evaluating “Reality”
Daniel Bar-Tal, Brandeis University
Adi Degani-Hirsch, Tel Aviv University
Amiram Raviv, Tel Aviv University
Alona Raviv, Tel Aviv University

Transformation of Collective Memory of Intractable Conflicts
Rafe Nets, Tel Aviv University

Social Movements as Agents of Innovation of Societal Beliefs
Tamir Magal, Haifa University

Chair: Daniel Bar-Tal; bartal@brandeis.edu
Discussant: Ervin Staub; estaub@psych.umass.edu

Panel F 2.6, Understanding and Ameliorating the Psychosocial Consequences of Political Violence
[Section: Political Violence]

Assisting Survivors of war and Displacement: Psychosocial and Liberation Perspectives.
Araceli Garcia del Soto, University of Pennsylvania

Elaborating historical memory as a process of psychosocial recovery
Sandra Fuentes Polar, REDINFA, Red para la Infancia y la familia

Experience of conflict, collective identification and perceived threat among adults in Northern Ireland
Katharina Schmid, Queen’s University Belfast
Orla Muldoon, Queen’s University Belfast
Psycho-political consequences of March 11, 2004 terrorist attacks
Elena Morales Marente, University of Granada, Spain
Miguel Moya, University of Granada, Spain
Maria Soledad Palacios, Universidad de Huelva

7/14/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula Magna

Session F 2.7, Round Table: Authoritarianism: State of the Art, Applications and Perspectives (Part 2)
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

Authoritarianism and Social Dominance Orientation as Predictors of Attitudes of Ethnocentric and Anti-Semitic Prejudice.
Wolfgang Frindte, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena
Silke Zachariae, Friedrich Schiller University at Jena

Authoritarianism as a Group Phenomenon and Its Implication for Authoritarian Behavior.
Jost Stellmacher, Philipps University of Marburg
Thomas Petzel, University of Lueneburg

Authoritarianism: A Personality Trait or a Reaction to Threatening Situations?
Susanne Rippl, University of Technology Chemnitz
Klaus Boehnke, International University Bremen
Angela Kindervater, International University Bremen

Social Dominance, Authoritarian Orientations and Prejudice - Existing and Missing Links.
Andreas Zick, University of Bielefeld
Beate Kuepper, University of Bielefeld

Chair: Angela Kindervater; a.kindervater@t-online.de
Chair: Gerda Lederer; Drglederer@cs.com

7/14/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 02

Panel F 2.8, What Can Feminist and Political Psychology Learn From Each Other? Part II
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Identity as a Problem: Feminism and Political Psychology
Lucia Gomez Sanchez, Universidad de Valencia

Exploring Activism and Change: Feminist Psychology, Liberation Psychology, Political Psychology
Geraldine Moane, University College Dublin

Outside Politics and the Repoliticization of the Personal
Niamh Stephenson, University of New South Wales
7/14/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 18

Panel F 2.9, Political Attitudes Across Generations
[Section: Political Socialization]

Is Right-Left A Good Index of Ideological Orientation Still? Comparing Generational Groups in Chile
Andres Haye, Universidad Catolica de Chile
Carolina Segovia, Universidad Catolica de Chile
Jorge Manzi, Universidad Catolica de Chile
Roberto Gonzalez, Universidad Catolica de Chile
Hector Carvacho, Universidad Catolica de Chile

Political Cynicism and Its Origins
Henk Dekker, Leiden University
Peggy Schijns, Leiden University

Being a Good Citizen: British Young People’s Engagement and Alienation in Relation to Sociomoral and Political Action
Amy Hogan, University of Bath
Helen Haste, University of Bath and Harvard Graduate School of Education

Friday, July 14
12:00 noon-1:00 pm

7/14/06
12:00 noon-1:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

Keynote Address: Dr. Florencio Jiménez Burillo
Social Psychology Professor, Universidad Complutense de Madrid
“Political Psychology in Spain”
“Psicología Política en España”

Friday, July 14
1:15-2:45 pm

7/14/06
1:15-2:45 pm
Room: Aula 02

Panel F 3.1, Leadership and International Policy
[Section: Political Psychology of Leadership]

Durable Peace Agreements as an Effect of Interaction Style
Julia Jennstal, Department of Government, Sweden

How to Explain Negotiators’ Choices in Two-Level Games
Maurice Heck, Radboud University
Bertjan Verbeek, Radboud University
**Individual Impact: How Leaders Influence the International System**
Alan Steinberg, Center for Advanced Defense Studies

**From Warfare to Withdrawal: The Legacy of Ariel Sharon**
Yael Aronoff, James Madison College, Michigan State University

**Discussant: Alan Steinberg**, Alan.steinberg@c4ads.org

7/14/06
1:15-2:45 pm
Room: Aula 13

**Panel F 3.2, Self in society and society in self: Intergroup encounters of Jewish and Arab students in Israel**
*[Section: Political Socialization...]*

**Dialogue and action: The dialectics between them in Jewish-Arab encounters**
Hansa Diab, The David Yellin College of Education

**Spoken Arabic as a second language: Arab students tutor Jewish students: A group experience**
Shoshana Steinberg, Kaye Academic College of Education

**The impact of the political context on discourse characteristics in Jewish-Arab intergroup encounters**
Shifra Sagy, Ben Gurion University

**Chair: Shifra Sagy;** shifra@bgu.ac.il

**Discussant: Gabi Salomon;** gsalomon@construct.haifa.ac.il

7/14/06
1:15-2:45 pm
Room: Aula 11

**Panel F 3.3, Cognitive Roots of Political Identities**
*[Section: Political Socialization...]*

**A Question of Loyalty**
Chris Parker, University of California, Santa Barbara
Robert Wood, University of California

**Answering Questions, Forming Identities: Roots and Meanings of White American Racial Attitudes**
Scott Blinder, University of Oxford

**Lay Theories of Personality: Behind-the-Scenes Cognitive Influences on Intergroup Perception and Political Identity**
Jason Plaks, Univ. of Washington

**Religious Appeals and Implicit Attitudes**
Bethany Albertson, Princeton University

**Chair: Scott Blinder;** scott.blinder@politics.ox.ac.uk

**Discussant: Tereza Capelos;** tcapelos@fsw.leidenuniv.nl
Panel F 3.4, The Cycle of Extremism: Political Persecution, Alienation, Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism
[Section: Political Violence]

Communists – Traitors – Jews: Psychological Effects on the Children of Stalin’s Believers/Victims
Jana Svehlova, Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences

Crimes of Obedience
Jerrold M. Post, The George Washington University
Lara Panis, The George Washington University

Modeling Contemporary Terrorist Group Dynamics: Psychological Constructs and Policy Implications
Linda Valenty Shepherd, Cal Poly

Somalia Refugees and Islamists Militancy
Stevan Weine, University of Illinois

Chair: Jerrold M. Post; jmpost@pol-psych.com
Chair: Linda Valenty Shepherd; shepherd@calpoly.edu

Panel F 3.5, Oppression, warmongering, and peacemaking: New Measures for Understanding Intergroup Violence
[Section: Political Violence]

Role of Perceived Oppression in the Genesis of Terrorism
Jeff Victoroff, University of Southern California

Social Representations and PEACE: On the dynamics of common meaning and political positioning in the Basque Country
Jose Valencia, University of the Basque Country
Luixa Reizabal, University of the Basque Country
Maider Larrañaga, University of the Basque Country
Denis Gonzalez, University of the Basque Country

Warmongering and warmongering-proneness scales for researchers and journalists
William A. McConochie, Testmaster, Inc.

Discussant: Art Kendall; Art@DrKendall.org
Panel F 3.6, Gender Differences in Political Knowledge and Attitudes in Europe
[Section: Political Socialization...]
A Gender-Sensitive Measure of Political Knowledge using Belgian 18-year Olds
Marc Hooghe, Catholic University of Leuven
Ellen Quintelier, Catholic University of Leuven
Tim Reeskens, Catholic University of Leuven

Dimensions of Civic Deficit among Young Spaniards and Gender Differences
Irene Martin, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid

Gender Differences in the IEA Civic Education Study
Judith Torney-Purta, University of Maryland
Carolyn Barber, University of Maryland
Vera Husfeldt, University of Applied Sciences

Gender-Specific Profiles of Political Concepts and Attitudes in Europe
Jessica Schattschneider, Free University of Berlin

Chair/Discussant: Christopher M. Federico; federico@umn.edu

Friday, July 14
3:00-4:45 pm

7/14/06
3:00-4:45 pm
Room: Aula Magna

Panel F 4.1, Power, Resistance and Daily Life
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]
Conceptions of resistance and power: political positionings and effects in the globalization of the war
Rubén Benedicto, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Equalitarian initiatives in society of domination
Alejandra León, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Social Mobilization in Mexic... between the Zapatista utopia and not to the war
Marcela Alejandra Parra, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Tensions of a governability in transition
Pamela Gutiérrez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Julían Castro, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Matthew Jacobson, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Rodrigo Prieto, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Chair: Rubén Benedicto; ruben@pangea.org
Discussant: José Enrique Ema; je.ema@arrakis.es
Panel F 4.2, Political Action, Gender and Migrations: The Ongoing (Re)construction of Identities

[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Discourses of transition, national commemoration and ideologies of 'freedom': accountability, entitlement and the management of category membership
Cristian Tileaga, Loughborough University

Identity Fictions of the Political Imaginaries in Serbia (1991-1997)
Milena Prokopljevic, Universitat de Barcelona
Javier Serrano, Universitat de Barcelona

Knowledge co-production, social movements and gender relationships. Discussions with PCN women activists (Colombian Pacific Coast).
Juliana Flórez-Flórez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Political Action Repertoire of Three Migrant Groups: Greeks, Italians, and Turks
Meral Gezici Yalcin, University of Marburg

Panel F 4.3, Parliamentary Dynamics and Positive-Negative Self presentation of politicians

[Section: Political Psychology of Leadership]

Alcohol abuse in politics
Andreas Olbrich-Baumann, University of Vienna
Karin Lackinger, University of Vienna
Werner Herkner, University of Vienna

Are Ethnic Minorities Predestined to Lose in UK General Elections?
Clara Kulich, University of Exeter
Michelle Ryan, University of Exeter
Alex Haslam, University of Exeter

The Escalating and De-escalating Impact of Cartoons in International and National Conflicts. An Empirical Investigation of the Theory of Psychohistory
Evelyn Bremberger, University of Vienna

The self presentation of Austrian members of parliament – An empirical comparison of self reports and content analysis of political speeches
Martina Zandonella, University of Vienna

Chair: Martina Zandonella; Martina.zandonella@univie.ac.at
Discussant: Markus Leitenbauer; Markus.Leitenbauer@gmx.at
Panel F 4.4, University and Upper-secondary Students' Civic Empowerment across Countries
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Sense of Political Efficacy among Upper Secondary Students in Five Countries
Carolyn Barber, University of Maryland
Jo-Ann Amadeo, University of Maryland
Vera Husfeldt, University of Applied Sciences

The Meaning of Political Efficacy among Students in Twenty U.S. Universities
Judith Torney-Purta, University of Maryland
Jeff Greene, University of Maryland
Liz Beaumont, University of Minnesota

The University and Civic Competence: The Spanish Context
Mar Lorenzo Moledo, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela
Miguel A. Santos Rego, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela
Renee Hayes, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela

Civic Education in Eastern Europe
Detlef Oesterreich, Max-Planck Institute for Human Development

Chair/Discussant: Irene Martin; Irene.Martin@uam.es

Panel F 4.5, Issues of Mass Psychology in Political Mobilization
[Section: Political Violence]

The ingroup politics of suicide terrorism
Clark McCauley, Bryn Mawr College

The Roles of Ideological and Strategic Compatibility in American Alliances Since 9/11
Peter Suedfeld, University of B.C.
Philip E. Tetlock, UC Berkeley

Violence of Mass Congregations
Albert Pepitone, University of Pennsylvania

Discussant: Art Kendall; Art@DrKendall.org
Panel F 4.6, Public Politics and Gender Issues  
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Gender Perspective in the Juridical Treatment of Gender Violence: Some Elements To Consider  
Jenny Cubells Serra, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

An Approach to the Work and Family Balance Policies in the Knowledge Society  
Ana M Galvez Mozo, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya  
Carmen Perez Sanchez, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya  
Francisco Javier Tirado Serrano, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

What Would Arnold Do Now? Men, Women and Reactions to Simulated Terrorist Attacks  
Alison Aylward, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Alice Healy, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Lyle Bourne, University of Colorado, Boulder  
Francis Beer, University of Colorado, Boulder

Engendering Terror: Cognitive and Emotive Responses  
Joseph Fletcher, University of Toronto

Discussant: Imma Lloret, illoret@hotmail.com

Friday, July 14
5:30-8:30 pm

Presidential Keynote Address: Maritza Montero  
“The Political Psychology of Liberation: From Politics to Ethics and Back”

Awards Ceremony (ceremony free and open to all)

Awards Reception (reservation required; additional fee for reception)

Saturday, July 15
8:30-10:00 a.m.
Panel S 1.1, Election Campaigns and Voting Behavior
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]

Female electoral behavior in Chile: An erosion of the old conservatism?
Miguel Angel López-Varas, Universidad de Chile

Iraqi voting behavior: The ultimate journey from oppression to liberation and democracy
Amer Hosin, London Metropolitan University

Mexican Elections: Rhetoric and Alienation
José María Infante, UANL

The social construction of the other in Mexico’s 2006 presidential campaign
Marco Antonio González Pérez, Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey

Russian Politicians about the Conflicts: The Turbulent Political Process in Russia
Svetlana Medvedeva, Moscow State University of International Relations

Discussant: Melinda Jackson; mjackson@email.sjsu.edu /email.sjsu.edu

Panel S 1.2, Conflict Resolution and Humanitarian Assistance
[Section: Conflict Analysis and Resolutions]

Effect of Victim Pleas on United Nations Military Observer Trainees
Negotiated Responses to a Human Rights Violation: A Field Experiment
David Mandel, Defense Research and Development Canada

Readiness for Reconciliation – search for the factors of determination
Nebojša Petrović, University of Belgrade

Vicarious Traumatization in Humanitarian Assistance Staff
Laurie Anne Pearlman, Traumatic Stress Institute, CT

The Relationship Between Statement-Giving at the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission and Psychological Distress Among Former Political Detainees
Ashraf Kagee, Stellenbosch University
7/15/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 02

**Panel S 1.3, Hegemony, Violence, and Peace**
*Section: Social Theory and Political Psychology*

**New Hegemony Theory**
Casiano Hacker-Cordón, Reed College

**Operationalizing Hegemony I: Inter-regional Comparison**
Luis De la Calle, Juan March Institute

**Operationalizing Hegemony II: Intraregional Comparison**
Thomas Jeffrey Miley, Yale University

**Radicalism or Reformism? Evaluating Contending Theories Against a Longitudinal and Cross-Sectional Date Set**
Gary Marks, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Free University of Amsterdam
Hyung-min Kim, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
Heather A. D. Mbaye, University of West Georgia

**Chair:** Thomas Jeffrey Miley; Thomas.miley@yale.edu

**Discussant:** Ferrán Martínez; Fmartinez@ceacs.march.es

---

7/15/06
8:30-10:00 am
Room: Aula 11

**Panel S 1.4, Feminist Research Methodologies and Politics, Part I: Gender, Imaginary, and Criticality**
*Section: Gender and Political Psychology*

**Gender Studies and/or Studies with a Gender Perspective**
Patricia Amigot, Universidad de Navarra
Margot Pujal, Universitat Autonoma de Barcellona

**Introducing Queer Theory in Methodological Feminist Practices**
Helena Torres, Universidad de Autonoma de Barcellona

**Methods of Resistance – Resistance of Methods: Feminism, Politics, and the Importance of Risky Questions**
Johanna Motzkau, Loughborough University

**Women in Control**
Ilana Mountian, Manchester Metropolitan University
Session S 1.5, Hot Books:

Civic Education and Citizenship: Dignity, Identity and Participation in the Social Construction of Democratic Societies

Educación Cívica y Ciudadana: Una Visión Global: Dignidad, Identidad y Participación en la Construcción Social de Sociedades Democráticas

Graciela A. Mota, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

Discussant: José Manuel Sabucedo; sabucedo@usc.es
Discussant: Concepción Naval; cnaval@unav.es
Discussant: Martina Klickperová; martina@cesnet.cz
Discussant: María de Fátima Quintal de Freitas; fquintal@terra.com.br
Discussant: Marco Aurelio Maximo Prado; pradomam@fafich.ufmg.br

Panel S 1.6, Punitiveness and Intergroup Relations

Gender identity and ideological beliefs as driving forces of punitiveness
Elodie Baerlocher, University of Geneva
Julie Schnydrig, University of Geneva
Christian Staerklé, University of Geneva

Perceived legitimacy of intergroup aggression and collective punishment as a function of political group structure
Juan-Manuel Falomir-Pichastor, University of Geneva
Fabrizio Butera, University of Geneva

Public legitimacy of disciplinary and repressive state intervention
Christian Staerklé, University of Geneva

Symbolic Racism and Whites’ Attitudes Towards Punitive and Preventive Crime Policies
Eva G.T. Green, University of Lausanne
David Sears, University of Lausanne

Chair: Christian Staerklé; Christian.staerkle@pse.unige.ch

Panel S 1.7, Repoliticizing technology: Power relations in Control Societies

ICTs as aperture: the case of the Spanish State after 11-M
Albert Farré Cobos, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Panel S 1.8, Managing Intergroup Relations in Diverse Societies: Majority and Minority Perspectives
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Managing intergroup relations: The role of multiple identities of British-Arabs
Nasser Albaz, University of Surrey, Guildford
Evanthia Lyons, University of Surrey, Guildford

The role of perceived discrimination and political trust in fostering social cohesion: the minority perspective
Evanthia Lyons, University of Surrey, Guildford
Theopistis Chrysanthaki, University of Surrey, Guildford
Martyn Barrett, University of Surrey, Guildford

The study of normative regulations in the relation between stereotypes and prejudice towards immigrants and minority groups
Jose Valencia, University of the Basque Country
Maider Larrañaga, University of the Basque Country

Chair: Evanthia Lyons; e.lyons@surrey.ac.uk
Discussant: Mikel Villarreal; Mikel.villarreal@ehu.es
Saturday, July 15
10:15-11:45 a.m.

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 13

Junior Scholars Mentoring Coffee Hour

Wolfgang Frindte, Friederich Schiller University
Gerda Lederer, New School University
Kristen Monroe, University of California, Irvine
Martiza Montero, Universidad Central, Venezuela
Detlef Oesterreich, Max-Planck Institute for Human Development
Catarina Kinnvall, Lund University
Melinda Jackson, San Jose State University

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 01

Panel S 2.2, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations and Authoritarianism
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Application of the Social Dominance Scale in a Spanish Context
Antonio Bustillos, UNED
María del Prado Silván-Ferrero, UNED

Is every negative stereotype a prejudice? The role of authoritarianism.
Angela Kindervater, International University Bremen

Ordinary liberals: Rhetoric, ideology and the reproduction of racism in South Africa
Werner Bohmke, Rhodes University
Desmond Painter, Stellenbosch University

Probabilistic stereotyping. A discursive understanding of ‘modern racism’
Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 02

Session 2.3, Hot Books:

Taking the Word: Studies on Social Protest and Collective Action

Tomar la palabra. Estudios sobre protesta social y acción colectiva
Federico Schuster
Francisco Naishatat
Gabriel Nardacchione
Sebastián Pereyra

Chair/Discussant: Stella Maris De Filpo; Stella-df@ciudad.com.ar
Chair/Discussant: Liliana Ferrari; ferrarililiana@yahoo.com, ferralilith@gmail.com
Discussant: Liliana Ferrari; ferrarililiana@yahoo.com, ferralilith@gmail.com
Discussant: Maria Carolina Cebey; carocebey@yahoo.com.ar
Discussant: Raquel Sánchez; rachelnung@yahoo.es

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 10

Panel S 2.4, Campaigns, information, voting choice and determinants of voter turnout
[Section: Cognition, public opinion and voting behavior]
Campaigns and European Parliamentary Elections: Support for Eurosceptic Parties
Susan Banducci, University of Twente
Catia Chierici, University of Twente

Party identification, electoral utilities, and voting choice
Romain Lachat, University of Zurich

The cognitive accessibility of shortcuts and policy information
Danna Basson, University of Wisconsin-Madison

Discussant: Romain Lachat; lachat@pwi.unizh.ch

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 11

Panel S 2.5, Feminist Research Methodologies and Politics Part II: Networks, Alliances and Embodiments
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]
Jude Clark, University of KwaZulu Natal

Experience After Representation
Niamh Stephenson, University of New South Whales

Embodying Feminist Research: Difficulties, Limits and Examples
Barbara Biglia, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

How to Create a Collective Dimension? Some Methodological Aspects Taken From Practical Experiences
Manuela Galetto, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Chiara Lasala, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Sveva Magaraggia, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Chiara Martucci, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Elisabetta Onori, Universita degli Studi di Milano
Francesca Pozzi, Universita degli Studi di Milano

Methodological Juggling: Implication in our Academia Discourses and Practices
Conchi San Martin, Universitat de Barcelona
7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 18

Panel S 2.6, Politic Violence, Human Rights Political Action
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Civic discourse as a way to legitimize the new European security policies
Jordi Bonet, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Aina Gallego, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Human rights, subjectivity and collective identity
Paul Stenner, University of Brighton

Political action and identity movements: Critical analysis on the construction of the category of “victim”
Isabel Piper Shafir, University of Chile; University ARCIS
Marisela Montenegro, Universitat Autònòma de Barcelona

Social imaginaries of politic violence: The case of the “lead years” in Italy 1968-1979
Simone Belli, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.
Jordi Bonet, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Andrea Calsamiglia, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Xavier Sáenz, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Maria Mena, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

7/15/06
10:15-11:45 am
Room: Aula 14

Panel S 2.7, Challenges and Effects of Globalization
[Section: International Relations and Globalization]

Attitudes of Students of United Arab Emirates University Toward Globalization
Khalaf Nassar Mhaisin, United Arab Emirates University

Globalization Processes Perceived by Youth of Ethnic Minority and Majority Groups
Kacharava Thea, Institute of Psychology

Globalizing Resistance: Global Media and the Political Psychology of Oppression and Liberation
Francis A. Beer, University of Colorado
G. Robert Boynton, University of Iowa

Limitations of Liberation: Continuing Transnational Responsibilities of Political Refugees
Phyllis J. Johnson, University of British Columbia

Chair/Discussant: Paul Nesbitt-Larking; pnesbitt@uwo.ca
Panel S 2.8, The Social and Political Implications of Group Threat
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Merging on Mayday: subgroup & superordinate group identification as joint moderators of threat effects in the context of European Union's expansion
Johannes Ullrich, University of Marburg
Oliver Christ, University of Marburg & University of Bielefeld

Prejudice and Political Separatism: Psychology or Politics
Louk Hagendoorn, Utrecht University

The Conditional Effects of Group Size on Political Separatism
Anca Minescu, Utrecht University

The role of contact effects in the context of group threat and social distance
Elmar Schlueter, University of Marburg

Discussant: Ulrich Wagner; Wagner1@staff.uni-marburg.de

Panel S 2.9, Political Psychology and Community Health Citizenship and Participation
[Section: Democracy and Governability]

Health Councils in Brazil: challenges of community participation in the health sector
Cornelis Johannes van Stralen, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais

Participative democracy and Citizenship construction : Challenges and opportunities
Moisés Carmona, Social Psychology Department, Universitat de Barcelona

Social Trust and Political Protest in the globalization age: The mediating role of the culturally situated self
Jose Valencia, University of the Basque Country
Francisco Javier Elejabarrieta Olabarri, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Erik Cohen, University of the Basque Country

Public Opinion about Health Care Insurance Coverage and Readiness for Health Care Reform: The Case of Ohio (USA)
Patricia O’Connor, The Health Foundation of Greater Cincinnati

Political Psychology and Community Health Psychology: Lessons Learned About HIV/AIDS in Siem Reap, Cambodia with Bottom-Up Grass-Roots Organizations and Top-Down Policy Change Strategies for Government and Recalcitrant Global Corporations
Ian Lubek, University of Guelph
Saturday, July 15
12:00 noon-1:00 pm

7/15/06
12:00 noon-1:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

**Keynote Address: Dr. Rafael Grasa Hernández**
Doctor of Law,
Lecturer of Internacional Relations, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona,
General Secretary of Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

“The Impact of the Transitional Justice in the Peace and Democratization Processes: Truth Commissions From an International and Compared Perspective”

“El Impacto de la Justicia Transicional en Los Procesos de Paz y Democratización: as Comisiones de la Verdad en Perspectiva Internacional y Comparada”

Saturday, July 15
1:30-3:00 pm

7/15/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula 01

**Panel S 3.1, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations: the Dynamics of Religion**
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

A closer look at the role of social status in the construction of superordinate identities: the Italian political arena
Annarita Celeste Pugliese, University of Bari
Carmençita Serino, University of Bari

How Anti-Semitism Differs Among Christians and Muslims: An Exploratory Study of North American Samples
Steven Baum, Mercy Memorial Hospital, Monroe MI
Roy J. Eidelson, Solomon Asch Center for the Study of Ethnopolitical Conflict

Colonialism, Immigration, Globalization and the Politics of Exclusion: Fanning the Flames of Unrest in Paris
Stefanie Stauffer, University of California Santa Barbara (UCSB)

Iraq: The ultimate journey from oppression to liberation and democracy
Amer Hosin, London Metropolitan University
Panel S 3.2, Political Psychology and Persuasion
[Section: Social Theory and Political Psychology]

Media, public speech and political protest
Gabriela Rodriguez Hernandez, Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Mexico

Sounds of Democracy: A Study in Lexical Choice in Public Discourse
Natalia Kovaleva, University of Texas

Session S 3.3, Round Table: Political and Theoretical Implications of Different Analysis About Power, Subjection and Agency
[Section: Oppression and Authoritarianism]

(Im)possibilities of the experience seen from a political perspective
María del Mar Velasco, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Patricia Amigot, Universidad Pública de Navarra/Nafarroako Unibertsitate Publikoa
José Enrique Ema, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

Exploring the possibilities of a located agency: performativity and freedom practices
Patricia Amigot, Universidad Pública de Navarra/Nafarroako Unibertsitate Publikoa
Luz María Martínez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
José Enrique Ema, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

Post-constructionism and agency: materialist versions of political action
Lucía Gómez, Universitat de València
Francisco Jódar, Universitat de València

Subjectivation, ethics and politics in the post-disciplinarian societies: The role of the “technologies of the self”
Francisco Jódar, Universitat de València
Lucía Gómez, Universitat de València
Luz María Martínez, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Panel S 3.4, Dialogue as Liberation - Chances and Challenges
[Section: Social Theory and Political Psychology]

Dialogue and Diversity of Intercultural Experiences
Christine Kulke, Technische Universität Berlin

Dissolving the Diaspora: Dialogical Practice in the Development of Deep Multiculturalism
Paul Nesbitt-Larking, Huron University College
Female Genital Cutting – an intercultural and interdisciplinary challenge?
Fana Asefaw, University Zürich

Music - another “structure of feeling”
Helga Geyer-Ryan, Univ. of Amsterdam

Chair: Paul Nesbitt-Larking; pnesbitt@uwo.ca
Chair: Christine Kulke; c.kulke@gp.tu-berlin.de

7/15/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula 14

Session S 3.5, Hot Books:

Racial Encounter. The social psychology of contact and desegregation
John Dixon
Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Chair: Kevin Durrheim; durrheim@ukzn.ac.za
Discussant: Desmond Painter; dpainter@sun.ac.za
Discussant: Clifford von Ommen; C.Vanommen@ru.ac.za

7/15/06
1:30-3:00 pm
Room: Aula Magna

Panel S 3.6, Social and National identities
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Essentializing Nations - A comparative study of Australian and Irish National Identity
Jennifer A. Whelan, University of Melbourne,

Political Party Identity and Political Action in a Presidential Election: A Panel Study
Amanda Carrico, Vanderbilt University
William P. Smith, Vanderbilt University
Bruce Barry, Vanderbilt University

Relationships of National Symbolism to National Identification and Political Engagement
Robert T. Schatz, Metropolitan State College of Denver
Howard Lavine, SUNY – Stony Brook

Subconstituency Politics: How Social Identity Theory Explains American Representation
Benjamin Bishin, University of Miami

Saturday, July 15
3:15-4:45 pm
Panel S 4.1, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations: The Dynamics of Identity
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Evaluation of sanctions against the ingroup: Effects of fraternalistic procedural and outcome deprivation
Oliver Christ, University of Marburg & University of Bielefeld
Anna-Lena Majkovic, Free University of Berlin

Ingroup Bias as a Function of Discrimination Perceptions & Group Identity in Afro Americans, Blacks of Caribbean Descent & Non-Hispanic Whites in USA
Ishtar O. Govia, University of Michigan

Paying a price for positive group-image: How perceptions of inequity affect responses to ingroup harm
Brian Lowery, Stanford University
Rosalind Chow, Stanford University
Eric Knowles, Stanford University

Pro-Black Policy Preferences by 'Including Outgroups in the Self’?
Thomas Craemer, University of Connecticut

Discussant: Jose Valencia; Josefrancisco.valencia@ehu.es

Panel S 4.2, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations: Several Issues
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Direct and indirect measures of inter-group perceptions
Haggai Kupermintz, University of Haifa
Yigal Rosen, University of Haifa
Gabi Salomon, Haifa University

The impact of anger and fear on political tolerance
Tereza Capelos, Leiden University
Dunya van Troost, Leiden University

When a Crime Committed by a Teenager Becomes a Hate Crime: Evidence from Two Studies
Jack Levin, Northeastern University
Gordana Rabrenovic, Northeastern University
Panel S 4.3, Education and Application I
[Section: Liberation Psychology]

How Can Psychology Contribute to Challenging Status Quo in the Context of Migration?
Meral Gezici Yalcin, University of Marburg

Implicaciones estructurales y estratégicas de los (nuevos) movimientos sociales en un entorno de globalización económica
José G. Vargas-Hernández, Instituto Tecnológico de Cd. Guzmán

Perceived Causes of Poverty And Wealth By Adults And Young People In Ciudad Juarez, Mexico
Jesús René Hernández Luna, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Assessing Psychological Empowerment
Isabel Gomes, University of Porto
Isabel Menezes, University of Porto
Joaquim Luís Coimbra, University of Porto

Panel S 4.4, Personality and Identity in Spanish Politics
[Section: Political Socialization...]

Relationship between psychosocial variables over vote stability
María del Prado Silván-Ferrero, UNED
Antonio Bustillos, UNED

Representations of the Basque country and forms of political socialization/participation in the society
Ángel Beldarrain-Durandegui, Loughborough University
Edson de Souza Filho, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro

Panel S 4.5, The Biological and the Political
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Embodying Psychology Through Neuroscience: Conceptual and Political Issues
John Cromby, Loughborough University

Biology as Politics by Other Means
Wendy Stainton Rogers, Open University

Attention and the Political
Clifford van Ommen, Rhodes University
Discussant: Catriona MacLeod

7/15/06
3:15-4:45 pm
Room: Aula 02

Panel S 4.6, Political Subject, Subjectivity Production and Political Practice in the Postmodern Era
[Section: Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

Educational practices and militant subjectivation in the landless rural workers´ movement (mst) – Brazil
Jáder F. Leite, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte
Magda Dimenstein, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Norte

EZLN: imaginary, social imaginary, or radical imaginary?
Alejandra Araiza, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Yann Bona Beauvois, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Albert Farré Cobos, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Víctor Hernández, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Jesús René Hernández Luna, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Sayani Moska Estrada, Universidad de Guadalajara
Gisela Ruiseco, Universität Wien
Minerva Terrades, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

On Social Imaginary, False consciousness and the Postmodern era
Szilvia Simai, University of London, Birkbeck College

Saturday, July 15
5:00-6:30 pm

7/15/06
5:00-6:30 pm
Room: Aula 14

Panel S 5.1 Education and Application II
[Section: Liberation Psychology]

Changing disabling practices in changing political contexts
Adele Laing, University of Stirling
David Fryer, University of Stirling

Christian Base Communities in the making of conscientización
Patricia Ruiz-Navarro, The Graduate Center, CUNY

La pedagogía sociocrítica aplicada a nivel licenciatura como una vía para la liberación.
Daniel Aurelio Ceballos Peña, Corporativo LIPRO IVDL

7/15/06
5:00-6:30 pm
Room: Aula 13
Panel S 5.2, Prejudice and Intergroup Relations and the Educational Context II
[Section: Prejudice and Intergroup Relations]

Does role-playing the situation of a refugee affect racism?
Pär Löfstrand, Mid Sweden University
Ingrid Zakrisson, Mid Sweden University

The Micro-Story of Multiculturalism: Diverse Social Networks and the Socialization of Tolerance
Allison Harell, McGill University

7/15/06
5:00-6:30 pm
Room: Aula 01

Panel S 5.3, Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism
[Section: Political Violence]

Situational Aspects of Terrorist and Non Terrorist Aerial Hijackings
Gary LaFree, University of Maryland
Susan Fahey, University of Maryland

Passenger Resistance in Hijacking Incidents
Margaret Wilson, University of Surrey, UK

The Anti-Semitism – Terrorism Nexus: Hate as Liberation
Shimon Samuels, Simon Wiesenthal Centre - European Office

The Political Psychology of Liberation-Terrorism
Irene Etzersdorfer, University of Vienna

Discussant: Art Kendall; Art@DrKendall.org

7/15/06
5:00-6:30 pm
Room: Aula 18

Panel S 5.4, Feminist Theory, Research, Activism, and Interventions in Post-Apartheid South Africa
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]

Post-Colonial Foucauldian Feminism and Intellectual Activism in South African Psychology
Catriona Macleod, Rhodes University

Development, Culture, and Post-Colonial Positionings: Exploring the Tensions and Collusions in Post-Apartheid South Africa
Ingrid Palmary, University of Witwatersrand

Women, ‘Agency,’ and Cultural-Political Projects of Nation: Problems and Possibilities of Feminist Research and Activism in Post-Apartheid South Africa
Jude Clark, University of KwaZulu-Natal

Chair: Catriona Macleod, cmacleod@ufh.ac.za
Discussant: Kevin Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durrheim@ukzn.ac.za
Session S 5.5, Round Table: Liberation Psychology, Democracy, Exclusion and Latin American Social Movements
[Section: Liberation Psychology]

“Rearm Action:” Story of a Call Opened to Rearm the Meanings of Chile’s History
Isabel Piper Shafir, Universidad de Arte y Ciencias Sociales- ARCIS

Education and Social Transformation: Root of Inequalities and Maintenance of Current Situation
Raquel Guzzo, Pontifícia Universida de Católica de Campinas

Meeting Point Between Community Social Psychology and Social Movements: Participation and Consciousness
Maria de Fátima Quinalt de Freitas, Universidade Federal do Paraná (UFPR)

Democratic Processes and Social Movements in Latin America: Analysis From Liberation Psychology
Jorge Mario Flores Osorio, Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos

Panel S 5.6, Control and Political Action in the Information Society
[Political Imaginaries, Social Movements]

A virtual Solidarity. Hacker movement and information society
Miquel Domenech, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
Juan Carlos Aceros, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Electronic tagging: From the logic of mechanism to the logic of society
Ana Vitores, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

The virtualization of care spaces
Daniel López, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

The virtualization of ecologist movement: The ICT’s impact in the organization and transformation of collective
Israel Rodriguez Giralt, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya
Jordi Planella Ribera, Universitat Oberta de Catalunya

Chair: Francisco Tirado; franciscojavier.tirado@uab.es
Discussant: Joaquín Cardús i Cardellach; jcardus@gmail.com
Panel S 5.7 Children With Life Experiences on the Streets of Caracas
[Section: Open/Miscellaneous]

Everyday Social Relations of Children in an Institution
Natalia Hernández, Universidad de Alicante

Revisión de las Teorías y el Role of the Psychologist’s Role in Working With Children With Life Experiences on the Street
Manuel Llorens, Universidad Católica Andrés Bello

The Uses of Life Histories in Working With Children With Life Experiences on the Street
John Souto, Universidad Católica Andrés Bello

Trauma in the Life of Children With Life Experiences on the Street
Cristina Alvarado, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Chair/Discussant: Manuel Llorens; mllorens@ucab.edu.ve

Saturday, July 15
6:45-8:00 pm

7/15/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula 01

Panel S 6.1, Abraham Lincoln’s International Legacy in Europe and the Americas
[Section: Open/Miscellaneous]

Lincoln, Tolstoy & Leadership
Norman Provizer, Metropolitan State College of Denver

Lincoln’s Impact on Central America: Juarez to Castro
Matthew Perdoni, Virginia Commonwealth Univ.
William D. Pederson, Virginia Commonwealth Univ.

Lincoln’s Legacy in South America: Lincoln, Argentina
Patricia Moral, Lincoln College

The International Lincoln Brigade
Donna Byrd, Louisiana State Univ. Shreveport
Ronald Byrd, Louisiana State Univ. Shreveport

Chair: Donna Byrd; dbyrd@lsus.edu
Discussant: William D. Pederson; wepderso@lsus.edu

7/15/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula 02

Session S 6.2, Round Table: Feminist Leaders: Social Movements
Constructing Political Publics
[Section: Gender and Political Psychology]
Participation and Conscientious Politics
Betania Diniz, Pontifica Universidade Católica de Mina Gerias

Political Participation and Public Politics for Women
Carolina Marra, Pontifica Universidade Católica de Mina Gerias
Simoes Coelho, Pontifica Universidade Católica de Mina Gerias

7/15/06
6:45-8:00 pm
Room: Aula 11

Panel S 6.3, Discursive approaches to Politics
[Section: Political Socialization...]

A Lacanian analysis of the Foreshore and Seabed Act, 2005.
Ross Kendall, Waikato Institute of Technology
Jennifer Hyslop, Te Wananga o Aotearoa

The discursive construction of nationalism – the case of Hannah Arendt and Gershom Scholem
David Kaposi, Loughborough University

The usual suspects: Confounding issues in the study of language and racism in South Africa
Desmond Painter, Stellenbosch University